User Manual

1. FUNCTIONS

1.1 Time display in 12 or 24 hours mode

1.2 Night light with warm white color & single green, red, blue, pink & changing color

1.3 Sunrise simulation wake up light

1.4 Natural sound & FM radio alarm clock

1.5 FM radio

1.6 Power supply: DC 5V or 2 x AAA batteries

2. DIAGRAM

![Diagram of device with labels]

- A MODE for light
- B C D E TOUCH to change brightness (level 1-4) or change light color
- F LIGHTING
- G LED DISPLAY
- H SPEAKER
- I AAA BATTERIES CASE
- J DC 5V PLUG SOCKET
- K SET
- L UP
- M DOWN
- N RADIO
- O STAND

3. OPERATION
3.1 POWER SUPPLY

Connect DC 5V power or insert 2 x AAA batteries.

▲ Note:

1. No light function when powered by AAA batteries. But it can be used as alarm clock.

2. While only using the DC 5V power, if you unplug the light, the time will be incorrect when you plug it again.

3. It is recommended to use it with batteries and power at the same time.

3.2 LIGHT

3.2.1 1st Touch ○ to switch on the white light, it can be adjusted the brightness by touching ○ ○ ○ ○ to choose intensity of 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%.

3.2.2 2nd Touch ○ enters into automatically color changing mode and uses it as a mood light. Touch ○ ○ ○ ○ to select color Green, Red, Blue, and Pink.

3.2.3 3rd Touch ○ to turn off the light.

3.3 TIME SETTING

3.3.1 Press ○ UP to switch between 12-hour and 24-hour format. When the 12-hour time format is chosen, AM or PM will display at ○.

3.3.2 Press ○ SET to enter time setting mode.

3.3.3 Press ○ ○ UP/DOWN to set hour, then press ○ SET to fix the hour.

3.3.4 Press ○ ○ UP/DOWN to set minute, then press ○ SET to fix the minute.
3.3.5  Long press ○ L UP/DOWN to turn off the time display, press any button of ○ L ○ M ○ N to display the time.

▲ Note:

1. Night mode (very low display brightness) is from 23:00 to 6:00 and only effected when powered by DC 5V.

2. When powered by AAA batteries, time display will automatically disappear in 5 seconds; press any button ○ K ○ L ○ M ○ N to display the time.

3.4 TIME SETTING

3.4.1  Press ○ M DOWN to turn on/off the alarm (The alarm symbol appears on ○ G when turn on the alarm).

3.4.2  Long press ○ K SET for 3 seconds to enter alarm clock setting mode.

3.4.3  Press ○ L ○ M UP/DOWN to set hour, then press ○ K SET to fix the hour.

3.4.4  Press ○ L ○ M UP/DOWN to set minute, then press ○ K SET to fix the minute.

3.4.5  Press ○ L ○ M UP/DOWN to set alarm sound (7 sounds provided, 1-6 are natural sounds, 7 is FM radio). Press ○ K SET to fix the alarm sound.

3.4.6  Press ○ L ○ M UP/DOWN to set alarm sound volume level (can be chosen between 0-15, 0 is silence). Press ○ K SET to finish setting the alarm clock.

3.5 SUNRISE SIMULATION WAKE-UP LIGHT AND ALARM CLOCK

3.5.1  Powered by DC 5V

1) 30 minutes before set time, the sunrise simulation white light will be on from 1%
of brightness to 100% at set time, getting your body prepared for waking up and
getting alert.

2) 10 minutes before set time, the alarm sound plays with 50% of volume for 1
minute.

3) At the set time, the alarm sound plays with 100% of volume for 10 minutes.

▲ Note:

1. While the alarm sound is playing, you can touch/press any of the buttons  A  B
     C  D  E  K  L  M  N to stop the sound.

2. While the wake-up light is on, you can change the brightness of the white light by
touching  B  D  E  F, or long press  A  for 3 second to turn off the light.

3. During the 30 minutes cycle, if the alarm light is switched off, you can restore
alarm light functionality, button  M  must be pressed twice to turn alarm off and on
again to reset it. Then the light will on again from 1% to 100% of the brightness.

3.5.2 Powered by AAA batteries

No light function.

At set time, the alarm sound will play for 3 minutes and can be stopped by pressing
any buttons of  K  L  M  N.

3.6 FM RADIO

3.6.1 Press  N  to turn on/off the FM radio. Long press  N  to enter channel
scanning mode, scanned channel will be saved automatically.

3.6.2 Press  O  UP/DOWN to select channel. Long press  O  UP/DOWN
to set the volume level (can be chosen between 0-15)

3.6.3 If FM radio is working, while at the set time, the FM radio will stop and the alarm sound will play. FM radio will resume after alarm sound is stopped.

4. ATTENTION

4.1 This device can be powered by 2AAA batteries and adaptor provided. No light function when powered by AAA batteries. It is recommended to use it with batteries and power at the same time.

4.2 Never put this product in fire or water to avoid any accidents.

4.3 Do not press two or more keys at the same time.

4.4 If there is any malfunction, please unplug the unit for 3 seconds.

4.5 Please storage it in a dry place and take off batteries if you do not it for a long time.

4.6 To avoid failure, internal of every touch must be more than 1 second.

4.7 Long touch A for 4 second, you can see the version number, touch any of the button B C D E to resume.

4.8 The alarm sound can be stopped at the set time. You can see the Instruction NO.3.5.